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Notice

Information contained in this document is believed to be accurate and reliable at the time
of printing. However, due to ongoing product improvements and revisions, AudioCodes
cannot guarantee accuracy of printed material after the Date Published nor can it accept
responsibility for errors or omissions. Updates to this document can be downloaded from
https://www.audiocodes.com/library/technical-documents.

This document is subject to change without notice.

Date Published: May-27-2020

WEEE EU Directive
Pursuant to the WEEE EU Directive, electronic and electrical waste must not be disposed of
with unsorted waste. Please contact your local recycling authority for disposal of this product.

Customer Support
Customer technical support and services are provided by AudioCodes or by an authorized
AudioCodes Service Partner. For more information on how to buy technical support for
AudioCodes products and for contact information, please visit our website at
https://www.audiocodes.com/services-support/maintenance-and-support.

Documentation Feedback
AudioCodes continually strives to produce high quality documentation. If you have any
comments (suggestions or errors) regarding this document, please fill out the Documentation
Feedback form on our website at https://online.audiocodes.com/documentation-feedback.

Stay in the Loop with AudioCodes

Document Revision Record

LTRT Description

12705 Initial document release

12706 All sections updated.

12707 Microsoft Teams added; add-ins for Outlook Calendar added; new section -
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LTRT Description

Recording a Presentation Locally through Meeting Insights; mobile device section
removed; screens and icons updated; transcription icon added; diarization
removed; premium transcription added; miscellaneous

12708 Updated to online version and Microsoft Teams.
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1 Welcome
AudioCodes Meeting Insights offers you the optimal enterprise solution for recording your
meetings, including media (such as PowerPoint slide presentations) and audio (speech of the
participants) in a Microsoft Teams or Skype for Business environment. Meeting Insights
provides a central repository of all your organization's meeting recordings, offering an effective
solution for capturing, managing and sharing information and ideas. 

During the meeting, Meeting Insights allows you to perform various voice-driven actions such
as adding notes, assigning action items (tasks) to oneself or participants, and highlighting
specific stages in the meeting with tags so that you can easily locate them after the meeting.
Meeting Insights also provides regular recording options, enabling you to pause and resume
recording anytime during the meeting.

Once the meeting recording has ended, you can use Meeting Insights feature-rich and flexible
web-based management tool to manage and edit the meeting recording. This includes
publishing and sharing the meeting recording so that all participants and optionally, all or
specific contacts in your organization can also view it even if they weren't present (or invited);
editing the slide presentation (add, replace or delete slides); trimming the presentation
(including voice) to cut out unwanted content; and converting speech spoken by participants
into text (transcription) by AudioCodes or a third-party speech-to-text vendor (if licensed by
your organization). Meeting Insights also lets you record a meeting without any participants
except yourself, which you can later edit and share with others. You can also import recorded
meetings created by third-party applications and manage them through Meeting Insights like
any other meeting recording.
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2 Initiating a Meeting Recording
You can initiate a meeting recording using any of the following methods:

■ Scheduling a Teams (or Skype for Business) meeting recording through Microsoft Outlook
Calendar (see Scheduling a Meeting Recording through Microsoft Outlook Calendar
below).

■ Recording a local (on your computer) presentation on your own or with others directly
through Meeting Insights web interface (see Recording a Meeting Locally through Meeting
Insights Web on the next page).

■ (Skype for Business only) Setting up an ad-hoc meeting recording through your Skype for
Business client (see Initiating Ad-hocMeeting Recording through Skype for Business Client
on page 7).

■ (Skype for Business only) Recording a presentation on your own through your Skype for
Business client and then sharing it (see Recording a Presentation on Your Own through
Skype for Business Client on page 9).

Scheduling a Meeting Recording through Microsoft Outlook
Calendar
Meeting Insights is typically used to record meetings that are scheduled through Microsoft
Outlook's Calendar. A few minutes before a scheduled Outlook meeting starts, Meeting
Insights automatically begins recording so that it doesn't miss any audio or media content at
the beginning of your meeting. When you end your meeting, Meeting Insights automatically
stops recording and then processes the meeting recording.

For actions that you can do in Meeting Insights (Live Panel) during the meeting recording, see
Mid-Meeting Actions using Meeting Insights Live Panel on page 11. For actions that you can
do after the meeting recording, see Post-Meeting Actions using Web Tool on page 37.

➢ To schedule a meeting recording through Outlook Calendar:

1. On your computer, start Microsoft Outlook.

2. Open Outlook's Calendar, select the Home tab, and then click New Meeting icon.

3. Select the Appointment tab, and then click the Teams MI Meeting icon (or for Skype

for Business, theNew Skype MI Meeting icon); the following occurs:

● The 'To' field displays Meeting Insights contact name "meet-
ingrecorder@audiocodes.com".

● The 'Location' field displays "Microsoft Teams Meeting", indicating that it's a Microsoft
Teams meeting (or "Skype" if it's a Skype for Business meeting).
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● The message body displays "This meeting will be recorded" and a link to join the
Teams meeting.

For Teams meetings, instead of clicking the Teams MI Meeting icon as described
above, you can simply invite the contact "mia@audiocodes.com" using the 'To' field.

4. Complete the meeting request as you would normally do (i.e., add attendees that you
want to invite, type a subject for the meeting, and choose a date for the meeting).

5. Click Send to send your scheduled meeting request.

Recording a Meeting Locally through Meeting Insights Web
You can start a meeting recording (voice and presentation) locally through Meeting Insights
web-based tool. Typically, this method records only your voice, but you can enable it to also
record audio emitted from your speakers so that you can also capture the voices of
participants. Once finished, you can upload it to Meeting Insights.
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● When using this meeting recordingmethod, you cannot add notes, action items, or
tags, and you cannot useMia's voice-activated commands (as described in
Viewing Voice-Activated Command Phrases on page 30). This applies tomid-
meeting and post-meeting stages.

● For an overview of Meeting Insights web-basedmanagement interface, see
Getting Started with Meeting Insights Web Tool on page 17.

➢ To create a local recording meeting through Meeting Insights:

1. Open theMeeting Insights web-based tool. For logging in to Meeting Insights, see Logging
in to Meeting Insights on page 17.

2. On the Home page, click the button; a wizard appears to guide you

through the setup stages:

3. Type the subject of your meeting recording, and then click Next; the following wizard page
appears:

4. Select the audio device that you want to use to record the meeting, and then click Next; a
wizard page appears explaining how to record the audio from other participants in the
meeting recording.

5. Click Ok after you have read the explanation; the following wizard page appears:
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6. Depending on what audio (voice) you want to record:

● To record audio from your speakers (i.e., other participants as well): Select the
Your Entire Screen tab, and then select the 'Share audio' check box.

● To record only your voice: Depending on what you want to record visually, select one
of the following tabs:

◆ Application Window tab: This records a selected application that is currently
open on your computer.

◆ Chrome tab: This records a selected browser tab that is currently open in your
web browser on your computer.

7. Click Share; the "recording started" message is heard and the recoding bar is displayed on
the Home page:
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The recording bar is described below:

Icon Description

Recording in progress.

Microphone is activated and audio is being recorded. Detected audio strength is
displayed as a wave.

Microphone is not activated and no audio is recorded.

Audio emitted from speaker is being recorded.

8. To end your meeting recording, click the button or click Stop

Sharing on the floating bar that is displayed on your shared media; the following appears:

9. Click Yes to upload the meeting recording from Meeting Insights server to theMeeting
Insights web tool (to upload it later, click No, Later): Meeting Insights uploads the meeting
recording to the web-based tool and the following appears:
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If you don't upload your local meeting recording at this stage, you can upload it later (or
edit its subject name and delete it) in the Local Recordings panel, as described in Local
Recordings Pending Upload on page 69.

10. Click Done; your meeting recording appears listed on the Home page with "Processing"
status (may take a fewminutes, depending on the length of the meeting recording).

Initiating Ad-hoc Meeting Recording through Skype for Business
Client
You can start a meeting recording when you initially start a Skype for Business meeting.
Alternatively, you can start a meeting recording during an already established Skype for
Business meeting.

This section is applicable only to Skype for Business environments.

➢ To initiate a meeting recording through Skye for Business:

1. Open your Skype for Business client, and then double-click theMeeting Insights contact:

2. Click Skype Call to start recording; "Recording has Started" is heard and displayed.
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3. Invite attendees (participants) to your meeting, by clicking Invite More People.

4. Click the button to open the Instant Messaging window to add various message

types such as notes, tags and action items (as described inMid-Meeting Actions from
Skype for Business Client on page 15).

If you want to start a meeting recording from an established Skype for Business meeting,
simply invite theMeeting Insights contact to the meeting, by clicking Invite More People.
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Recording a Presentation on Your Own through Skype for
Business Client
You can create a meeting recording (voice and presentation) with you as the only participant.

This section is applicable only to Skype for Business environments.

➢ To initiate meeting recording on your own through Skype for Business:

1. On your PC, open the material (e.g., a PowerPoint presentation) that you want to show in
your meeting.

2. Open your Skype for Business client, and then double-click theMeeting Insights contact:

3. Click Skype Call to start recording; "Recording has Started" is heard and displayed.
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4. Click the Share Content icon, and then choose what you want to present in your

meeting. For example, to show a PowerPoint presentation, choose Share a Window, and
then select your PowerPoint presentation from the list of opened programs on your PC:
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3 Mid-Meeting Recording Actions
During the meeting recording, Meeting Insights lets you and attendees perform various
actions.

If you are doing a local meeting recording (as described in Recording a Meeting Locally
throughMeeting Insights Web on page 3), you can't do any actions during themeeting.

Mid-Meeting Actions using Meeting Insights Live Panel
During your meeting recording, you can use the Live Panel of Meeting Insights' web interface
to add insights. Insights refer to notes, action items, decisions, and a summary. For a
description of each insight type, seeManaging Insights on page 45. The Live Panel also displays
insights added by all participants.

The Live Panel also displays insights that are added during the meeting recording using
Meeting Insights "Mia", which is a voice-activated bot. For more information, seeMid-Meeting
Actions using Voice-Activated Bot Mia on page 14.

● For optimal support, it's recommended to use the Google Chromeweb browser for
Meeting Insights web interface.

● The Live Panel is accessible only during ameeting recording.
● Participants of themeeting recording can also access the Live Panel through their

smartphones, by simply browsing to and logging in to their Meeting Insights
account.

➢ To add insights during a meeting recording through Live Panel:

1. Log in to theMeeting Insights web interface (see Logging in to Meeting Insights on
page 17).

2. On the Home page, locate your meeting recording, which displays "Recording" under the
'Duration' column, and then click the Live Panel button, as shown below:

The Live Panel page opens, displaying the following:

● Participants that are currently speaking
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● List of all participants

● Insights that have been added by you and participants

3. To add an insight, click the icon; the following command bar appears next to the icon:

4. Select the insight type that you want to add:

● Summary: Adds a summary of the meeting recording. Type a summary, and then click
Update (or Cancel to abort).

Only one summary can be added to themeeting recording.

● Decision: Adds decisions to the meeting recording. Type a decision, and then click
Add:
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● Action Item: Adds action items to the meeting recording. Type an action item, select
its visibility (private or public), and then click Add:

● Note: Adds notes to the meeting recording. Type a note, select its visibility (private or
public), and then click Add:
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Mid-Meeting Actions using Voice-Activated Bot Mia
Meeting Insights provides a built-in voice bot called "Mia" (pronounced "mee-ya"), which lets
you use your voice to add insights during your meeting recordings. These insights include the
following:

■ Recording action items

■ Recording notes

■ Recording decisions

■ Recording a summary

To trigger the above actions, you need to say special phrases that Mia recognizes. For a list of
these phrases, see Section Viewing Voice-Activated Command Phrases on page 30. When you
say the insight, bot Mia transcribes your speech into text so that you can later read it in
Meeting insights.

● Voice-activated commands is applicable only to meeting recordings that are
initiated (scheduled) throughMicrosoft Outlook Calendar with Teams.

● Only one summary can be added to ameeting recording.

➢ To add mid-meeting insights using bot Mia:

1. Say the special phrase to trigger bot Mia to record the insight, for example, "Mia take a
note" to add a note; a beep is heard, indicating that Mia recognizes the phrase and has
started recording the specific insight.

2. Say what you want.

3. Say the phrase to trigger Mia to end recording, for example, "Thank you Mia"; a beep is
heard, indicating that Mia has added your insight.
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Mid-Meeting Actions from Skype for Business Client
For meeting recordings done through your Skype for Business client, you can perform various
actions by typing string commands (listed in the following table) in the client's instant
messaging window.

● This section is applicable only to Skype for Business.
● Notes, action items, and tags added by participants that joined themeeting

recording with public visibility from an IM-enabled device can be viewed by all
participants.

Command String Action

recording: pause Pauses recording (you can also press
the "1" key on the phone's dialpad)

recording: resume Resumes a paused recording (you can
also press the "2" key on the phone's
dialpad)

recording: reset Deletes recording and starts recording
again (you can also press the "3" key on
the phone's dialpad)

recording: stop Stops recording (you can also press the
"4" key on the phone's dialpad)

subject: <text> Defines a meeting subject

note: <text> Adds a note

participants: <name>, <name>,
<name>, …

Adds participants to the meeting

action item: <text> by <date
dd/mm/yyyy>

(Future support) Adds an action item
with a date)

action item: <text> @<name>,
@<name>, <action item text> by
<date dd/mm/yyyy>

(Future support) Adds an action item
with a date (optional) and assigns it to
participants

menu or help Displays a list of the string commands

The following shows an example of adding a note and subject during the Skype for Business
meeting:
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3 Getting Started with Meeting Insights Web Tool
This section provides a description of the Meeting Insights web-based management interface
as well as general settings.

Logging in to Meeting Insights
All post-meeting actions are done in Meeting Insights' web-based management interface.
Before you can use this web interface, you need to log in to it.

For optimal support, it's recommended to use the Google Chrome web browser for
Meeting Insights web-basedmanagement interface.

➢ To log in to Meeting Insights:

1. Using a standard web browser, navigate to the URL of your organization's Meeting
Insights web interface (e.g., https://online.meetinginsights.abc.com/ui/login-page.php).

2. In the 'Username' field, type your username.

3. In the 'Password' field, type your password.

4. Click Login; the Home page is displayed, as described in Home Page and Navigation Pane
on page 19.
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Meeting Insights User Types
Before you begin, it's important to familiarize yourself with the different types of Meeting
Insights users:

User Description

Owner This user is the initiator of the meeting recording. The
Owner has full privileges over its meeting recordings.

Representative The Representative user is determined by the Owner and
has the same privileges as the Owner for all the Owner's
meeting recordings.

To define a Representative for your meeting recordings,
see Adding a Representative on page 26.

Meeting Leader This is a user that was assigned by the Owner or a
Representative to a specific meeting recording belonging
to the Owner. TheMeeting Leader has the same privileges
as the Owner and Representative, but only for the meeting
recording to which it is assigned.

To make a Participant a Meeting Leader, seeMaking a
Participant a Meeting Leader on page 63.

Participant This is a user that was invited to and joined the meeting
recording, or a user that was added to the participant list
after the meeting recording. The Owner, Representative,
and Meeting Leader can add Participants during or after
the meeting recording. Participants can only view the
meeting recording and add insights (notes, action items,
and tags). A Participant can be changed into a
Representative or a Meeting Leader user by the Owner or
Representative.

To manage participants of a meeting recording, see
Managing Participants of a Meeting Recording on page 60.

Viewer This is a user that was invited to the meeting recording but
didn't join, or a user with which a published meeting
recording was shared. Viewers can only view the meeting
recording and add insights (notes, action items, and tags).
A Viewer user can be changed into a Representative or a
Meeting Leader user by the Owner or Representative.
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Home Page and Navigation Pane

When you log in to Meeting Insights, the Home page is displayed and a Navigation pane
on the left.

The Home page is your dashboard, listing all meeting recordings of which you are the Owner,
that you were a participant of (attended, invited but didn't join, or added afterward), and that
were shared with you.

■ Navigation pane:

Icon Description

Opens the Home page, displaying the meeting recordings in List view.

Displays meeting recordings that are recurring meetings, scheduled in
Microsoft Outlook Calendar. For more information, see Viewing Recurring
Meeting Recordings on page 39.

Displays meeting recordings in a List view (i.e., the Home page).

Displays meeting recordings in Calendar view (by month). For more
information, see Viewing Meeting Recordings in Calendar View on page 38.

Displays locally recorded meetings that you have not yet uploaded to
Meeting insights. For more information, see Local Recordings Pending
Upload on page 69.

Imports a meeting recording that was created by a third-party program. For
more information, see Importing a Meeting Recording from Third-Party
Program on page 76.
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■ List View of Meeting Recordings (Dashboard):

Column Description

Date & Time Displays the starting date (dd/mm/yyyy) and time (hh/mm/ss) of the
meeting recording. Click the column header to sort the meeting
recordings list by date.

Duration Displays the status of the meeting recording:

("Recording" state) Indicates that the meeting recording
is in progress and is currently being recorded.

("Processing" state) Indicates that the meeting recording
has ended and is currently being compiled (processed).

("Edit" state) Indicates that the meeting recording has
been processed, but not yet published. You can edit the
meeting recording (information and media) before
publishing it, by clicking this button.

Indicates a meeting recording in which you were a
participant, but the meeting recording has yet to be
published (by the Owner or its Representative or
Meeting Leader). You can view the meeting recording
only after it has been published.

<Duration> ("Ready" state) Displays the duration of the meeting
recording and indicates that the meeting recording has
been published and shared with all participants. You can
edit the meeting recording at this final stage.

Owner Displays the initiator (Owner) of the meeting recording. Click the column
header to sort the meeting recordings list by Owner, in alphabetical
order.

Subject Displays the subject of the meeting recording. Click the column header to
sort the meeting recordings list by subject, in alphabetical order. The
following icons may be displayed under the subject name:

Indicates that the speech of the meeting recording has
been converted into text (transcription). Click the icon to
view the transcript. For more information, see Enabling
Speech-to-Text Transcription on page 57.

Indicates that the speech of the meeting recording has
been converted into text (transcription) by AudioCodes'
professional linguists and translators (Premium
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Column Description

Transcription). Click the icon to view the transcript. For
more information, see Enabling Speech-to-Text
Transcription on page 57.

Indicates that the meeting recording has been shared
with everyone. For more information, seeMaking a
Meeting Recording Public on page 77.

Indicates that the meeting recording is a recurring
meeting scheduled in Microsoft Outlook Calendar). To
view recurring meetings, see Viewing Recurring Meeting
Recordings on page 39.

(buttons) (Show Attachments) Downloads a file (e.g., PowerPoint
presentation file) that was uploaded and attached to a
published meeting recording. For more information on
downloading attached files, see Downloading an
Attached File on page 73. If the icon is grayed-out, it
indicates that the meeting recording doesn't have any
attached files.

For uploading and attaching files to a meeting recording,
see Uploading a File on page 71.

(Show Slides) Opens the Slide page of a published
meeting recording, allowing you to view the
presentation slides, play the presentation, and filter the
presentation by insights and speaker. For more
information, see Viewing Slides ofMeeting Recording on
page 39.

(Play Video) Opens theMeeting Playground Tool,
allowing you to play the presentation of the meeting
recording, view and add insights (seeManaging Insights
on page 45), activate transcription to convert speech to
text (see Enabling Speech-to-Text Transcription on
page 57), and view and add participants (seeManaging
Participants of a Meeting Recording on page 60). If you
are not the Owner of the meeting recording, the button
is available only if it has been published.

A drop-down list with the following commands:

■ Edit: Opens the Editor Panel page, allowing you to
edit the subject (seeModifying the Subject Name on
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Column Description

page 40), edit presentation slides (see Editing Your
Presentation Slides on page 41), trim presentation
(see Trimming Your Presentation on page 44), and
edit transcription (see Editing Transcription on
page 59).

■ Delete: Deletes the meeting recording (see Deleting a
Meeting Recording on page 81).

Tags Displays tags added to the meeting recording. You can also add a tag, by
clicking the Add Tag  icon. For more information, see Adding Tags to a
Meeting Recording on page 53.

Insights Displays your (and public) insights (summary, decisions, action items,
and notes) of a published meeting recording. You can also download the
insights to your computer as a CSV or PDF file. For more information, see
Viewing and Downloading Insights on page 56.

General Settings
The Settings page provides tabs that let you configure various preferences and settings for
your Meeting Insights account.

➢ To access the Settings page:

■ In the top-right corner ofMeeting Insights, click the down-pointing arrow next to your
username, and then choose Settings:

Viewing Account Information

The Account Settings tab lets you view your account name and email, and change your login
password.

➢ To view your account and change login password:

1. Open the Settings page, and then select the Account Settings tab; your full name and
email associated with your Meeting Insights account are displayed:
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2. To change your password, click Change Password, and then see Changing Login Password
on page 32 for further instructions.

Tags

You can use tags to label specific points in a meeting recording so that you can later easily
identify and search meeting recordings by a specific tag.

This section describes how to:

■ Add a tag - see Defining a Tag below

■ Delete a tag - see Deleting a Tag on the next page

■ View your tags - see Viewing Tags on page 25

To add tags to a meeting recording, see Adding Tags to a Meeting Recording on page 53.

Only you (and your Representative or Meeting Leader) can view and use your personal
tags.

Defining a Tag

You can add personal tags, and then insert them wherever you wish in your meeting record-
ings. Before you can use a personal tag, you need to define it.

➢ To add a tag:

1. Open the Settings page, and then select the Tags tab.
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2. Click ; the following dialog box appears:

3. In the 'User Tag' field, type a name for the tag, and then click Add; the following message is
displayed, indicating that your tag has been successfully added:

4. Click OK to close the message box.

Deleting a Tag

You can delete any of your personal tags.
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➢ To delete a tag:

1. Open the Settings page, and then select the Tags tab.

2. Click ALL TAGS, and then select the tag you want to delete, for example, "Mike: Ask PM":

3. Click ; the following confirmation message is displayed:

4. Click Remove to delete (or Cancel to abort the operation); a message is displayed,
indicating that your tag has been successfully deleted.

5. Click OK to close the message box.

Viewing Tags

Once you have added tags, you can view them all.

Only your tags are displayed.

➢ To view your tags:

1. Open the Settings page, and then select the Tags tab.

2. Click ALL TAGS; a drop-down list of all your tags are displayed, as shown in the following
example:
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Representative Users

A Representative user has the same privileges as you for all your meeting recordings (i.e.,
where you are the Owner). Everything you can do on your meeting recordings can also be
done by your Representative.

Adding a Representative

You can add Representative users. Once added, they will have full privileges to all your meet-
ing recordings.

➢ To add a representative:

1. Open the Settings page, and then select the Representatives tab.

2. Click ; the following dialog box appears:
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3. In the 'Representative User' field, start typing the representative's name. As you type, a
drop-down list offers you possible matches (names) to your currently typed letters. When
the representative's name appears in the list, select it.

4. Click Add; the following message is displayed, indicating that the representative has been
successfully added:

5. Click OK to close the message box.

Deleting a Representative

You can delete a Representative user. When you do, the Representative no longer has Rep-
resentative privileges to your meeting recordings.

➢ To delete a Representative:

1. Open the Settings page, and then select the Representatives tab.

2. Click the icon corresponding to the Representative that you want to delete; the
following confirmation message is displayed:
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3. Click Remove to delete (or Cancel to abort the operation); a message is displayed,
indicating that the Representative has been successfully deleted.

4. Click OK to close the message box.

Subscribing to Notifications

Meeting Insights sends you notifications (subscriptions) by email to inform you that specific
operations in Meeting Insights have occurred. By default, you are subscribed to many
notifications. For example, by default, Meeting Insights sends you an email when you have
been added as a participant to someone's meeting recording or someone has shared a
meeting recording with you. However, you can determine to which notifications you want to
subscribe.

➢ To subscribe to notifications:

1. Open the Settings page, and then select the Subscriptions tab
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2. For each notification type, select its corresponding check box to enable notification, or
clear its check box to disable notification.

3. Click Save to save your settings.

Configuring Preferences

By default, when you have completed your meeting recording, Meeting Insights processes it
so that you can then edit it; if you want to publish the meeting recording, you have to do it
manually (by clicking the Publish button as described in Publishing a Meeting Recording on
page 77). However, you can enable Meeting Insights to automatically publish your meeting
recordings after it has ended (i.e., processes and then publishes).

➢ To automatically publish completed meeting recordings:

1. Open the Settings page, and then select the Preference tab.

2. Select the 'Automatic transition from the PROCESSING to READY state' check box.
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3. Click Save to save your settings.

Viewing Voice-Activated Command Phrases

Meeting Insights provides a built-in voice bot called Mia, which lets you use your voice to
perform various actions during your meeting recordings. These voice-activated actions include
the following:

■ Recording an action item

■ Recording a note

■ Recording a decision

■ Recording a summary

Voice-activated commands are applicable only to meeting recordings that are initiated
(scheduled) throughMicrosoft Outlook Calendar with Teams.

Certain phrases tell Mia to trigger a specific action, while certain phrases tell Mia to stop
recording the triggered action:

TheMia bot name is pronounced "mee-ya".

■ To trigger an action that is recognized by Mia, say one of the following phrases:

Action Phrases Identified by Mia to Trigger Action

Action Items ■ "Mia take action item"

■ "Mia take an action item"

■ "Mia record action item"

■ "Mia record an action item"

■ "Mia please take action item"
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Action Phrases Identified by Mia to Trigger Action

■ "Mia please take an action item"

■ "Mia please record action item"

■ "Mia please record an action item"

Notes ■ "Mia take note"

■ "Mia take a note"

■ "Mia record note"

■ "Mia record a note"

■ "Mia please take note"

■ "Mia please take a note"

■ "Mia please record note"

■ "Mia please record a note"

Decisions ■ "Mia take decision"

■ "Mia take a decision"

■ "Mia record decision"

■ "Mia record a decision"

■ "Mia please take decision"

■ "Mia please take a decision"

■ "Mia please record decision"

■ "Mia please record a decision"

■ "Mia here is a decision"

Summary ■ "Mia take summary"

■ "Mia take a summary"

■ "Mia record summary"

■ "Mia record a summary"

■ "Mia please take summary"

■ "Mia please take a summary"

■ "Mia please record summary"

■ "Mia please record a summary"

■ "Mia here is a summary"
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Action Phrases Identified by Mia to Trigger Action

■ "Mia here is the summary of the meeting"

■ When you want Mia to stop recording the action, say one of the following phrases:

● "Thank you Mia"

● "Thanks Mia"

Changing Login Password
For security, it's recommended that you change your password every few months (or
according to your organization's security policy).

➢ To change the login password:

1. Click the arrow located in the top-right corner of the window next to your username, and
then from the drop-down list, choose Change Password; the following dialog box appears:

2. In the 'Old Password' field, type your current password.

3. In the 'New password' field, type a new password.

4. In the 'Confirm Password' field, type your new password again.

5. Click Change; the password is changed and your current session with Meeting Insights
continues. When you next log in to Meeting Insights, you will need to use your new
password.
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Searching in Meeting Insights
Meeting Insights provides a powerful search tool that allows you to search for meeting
recordings or specific text strings in insights and transcriptions. For searching meeting
recordings, see Searching Meeting Recordings on Home Page below. For searching text in
insights and transcriptions, see Searching Text in Insights and Transcriptions below.

Searching Meeting Recordings on Home Page

Meeting Insights provides a powerful search tool on the Home page that allows you to search
for specific meeting recordings in the list. You can search meeting recordings by Meeting
Insight account user, subject name, or tag.

➢ To search meeting recordings on Home page:

1. Open the Home page.

2. In the Search field, start typing the name of the user, subject or tag that you want to use
for your search criteria. As you type, the search field displays a drop-down list, offering
you meeting recordings that match your currently typed letters. For example, below
shows matches for the typed string "prod":

3. Select an offered match, and then press the Enter key on your keyboard or click in the
Search field; only the found (matched) meeting recordings are displayed in the meeting
recordings list.

4. To reset your search and restore the list to display all meeting recordings, click in the
Search field.

Searching Text in Insights and Transcriptions

Meeting Insights provides a powerful search tool on the Meeting Playground page that allows
you to search for text in insights (summary, decisions, action items, notes, and tags) and
transcription (if done) of the meeting recording.
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➢ To search text in insights or transcription:

1. On the Home page, click the Play Video icon corresponding to the meeting recording
whose insights or transcription you want to search; theMeeting Playground Tool page
appears.

2. In the Search field, start typing the text that you want to search for, and then press the
Enter key on your keyboard or click in the Search field; Meeting Insights searches both
the insights and transcription, and shows the results accordingly. For easy identification,
all results are highlighted in yellow. For example, the below search results match the
searched string "wi-fi". This searched string was found in the transcription, and in two
insights (a note and an action item):

3. If you want play the video of the meeting recording from where a found match was added
(for insights) or spoken (for transcriptions), click the specific highlighted-yellowmatch. For
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example, if you want to play the video from the matched "wi-fi" string in the transcription
at timeline 31:27 (see above figure), simply click the line.

4. To return to the normal display (where the Insights, Transcription and Participant tabs
are shown), click Back to Tabs.

Getting Help
Wherever you are located in the Meeting Insights interface, you can get help, by clicking the

Info icon located on the top banner of the window, as shown below. When clicked, you
can choose one of the following help types:

■ Introduction: Awizard-like pop-up tool that provides a description of the area in which
you are currently located. You can click theNext and Back buttons to scroll through the
explanations, or Skip of you want to quit the wizard. For example, the following is
displayed if you click Introduction in the Calendar view:

■ Voice Commands: Opens the Voice Commands page, as descried in Section Viewing
Voice-Activated Command Phrases on page 30.

■ Quick Guide: Downloads this document in PDF format.

Logging Out of Meeting Insights
For security, it's recommended that you log out of Meeting Insights whenever you finish
working with it.
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➢ To log out of Meeting Insights:

1. Click the arrow located in the top-right corner of the window next to your name, and then
from the drop-down list, choose Logout:

The following confirmation message box appears:

2. Click Yes to log out (or No to cancel log out).
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4 Post-Meeting Actions using Web Tool
Meeting Insights' Web-based management tool lets you perform various actions after the
meeting recording has ended.

Viewing General Information on Meeting Recording
You can view general information on your meeting recording.

This section is applicable only to Owner, Representative, and Meeting Leader (if
assigned to specific meeting recording) users.

➢ To view general information on a meeting recording:

1. On the Home page, click the icon corresponding to the meeting recording whose
information you want to view, and then from the drop-down menu, choose Edit; the
Editor Panel appears.

2. Select theMeeting Info tab:
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The following information is displayed:

● 'Subject': Displays the subject of the meeting recording. You can change the subject,
by typing a new subject name in the field, and then clicking Save.

● 'Public Meeting': Makes your meeting recording public. For more information, see
Making a Meeting Recording Public on page 77.

● 'Owner Name': (Read-only field) Displays the initiator of the meeting recording.

● 'Start Time': (Read-only field) Displays the date and time that the meeting recording
started.

● 'End Time': (Read-only field) Displays the date and time that the meeting recording
ended.

● 'Meeting Status': (Read-only field) Displays the status of the meeting recording:

◆ "Edit": The meeting recording has been processed, but not published.

◆ "Ready": The meeting recording has been published.

Viewing Meeting Recordings in Calendar View
You can viewmeeting recordings in calendar view, by month.

➢ To view meeting recordings in Calendar view:

1. On the Navigation pane, click the Calendar icon; a view of the meeting recordings are
displayed for the current month, as shown in the following example:

2. To select a different month, use the left or right arrows on the thumbnail calendar (located
in the top-left corner), and then click the area where the days of the selected month are
displayed on the thumbnail.
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3. To view the meeting recording's presentation, click the meeting recording on the calendar;
the Playground Tool page opens, allowing you to view the presentation and actions of the
meeting recording.

You can only view the presentation of published meeting recordings, which are
displayed on the calendar with a blue background. Meeting recordings displayed with a
gray background indicate that they have not been published and therefore, you cannot
view them.

Viewing Recurring Meeting Recordings
You can view all your meeting recordings of meetings that you have scheduled through
Outlook Calendar as recurring meetings.

➢ To view recurring meetings:

1. On the Navigation pane, click the Recurring Meetings icon;

Viewing Slides of Meeting Recording
The Show Slides page displays the presentation slides of a published meeting recording. The
slides are displayed as thumbnails. When you click a thumbnail, the slide is displayed in full on
the left pane. In addition, if transcription was done for the meeting recording, the tran-
scription associated with the selected slide is also displayed.

You can only view slides of meeting recordings that have been published.

➢ To view presentation slides:

1. On the Home page, click the Show Slides icon corresponding to the meeting
recording whose presentation slides you want to view; the Show Slide page appears.

2. To view a slide in full display, click the thumbnail slide in the right-top pane; the slide is
displayed in full on the left pane and if transcription was done, its associated transcription
is displayed in the bottom-right pane:
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3. To play the presentation from a specific slide, click the play icon on the slide's thumbnail;
the Meeting Playground Tool opens, playing the presentation from the selected slide.

Modifying the Subject Name
You can modify the subject name of your meeting recordings. This can be done on the Home
page or on the Editor Panel page.

➢ To modify the subject name of a meeting recording:

■ Home page:

a. Open the Home page (dashboard), by clicking on the Navigation pane.

b. In the list of meeting recordings, click the icon in the 'Subject' field corresponding to
the meeting recording whose subject name you want to modify; the following dialog
box appears:

c. In the 'Subject' field, type a new subject, and then click Update.

■ Editor Panel: See Viewing General Information on Meeting Recording on page 37
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Editing Your Presentation Slides
If your meeting recording includes a PowerPoint slide presentation, you can edit the slides.
This includes hiding or showing slides, or replacing slides with slides from an uploaded
PowerPoint file.

● This section is applicable only to Owner, Representative, andMeeting Leader (if
assigned to specific meeting recording) users.

● This section is applicable only if your meeting recording is in "Edit" or "Ready"
state.

➢ To edit a meeting recording slide presentation:

1. On the Home page, click the icon corresponding to the meeting recording whose slide
presentation you want to edit, and then from the drop-down menu, choose Edit; the
Editor Panel appears.

2. Select the Slides tab; the slides of the meeting recording are displayed in the left pane.

3. For editing, see the following sections:

● Hiding Presentation Slides on the next page

● Replacing Presentation Slides with Uploaded Slides on the next page

● Restoring Original Presentation Slides on page 43
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Hiding Presentation Slides

You can hide slides in your meeting recording's presentation. This may be useful, for example,
to hide slides that are not relevant or important to the meeting, or slides that you want to
keep confidential.

When you create a meeting recording, Meeting Insights may automatically hide certain
slides that it considers not important to the meeting. These slides are displayed with
the icon.

➢ To hide and show slides:

1. On the Editor Panel page under the Slides tab, in the left pane, select the desired slides
that you want to hide; a blue dot is displayed in the top-left corner of the selected
slides.

2. Click the icon located between the left and right panes; the slides are hidden and

displayed with the icon, for example:

3. To show hidden slides, select the slides, and then click the icon located between the
left and right panes; the slides are shown and displayed without an icon.

4. Click Save to save your editing.

Replacing Presentation Slides with Uploaded Slides

You can upload a presentation file and then use its slides to replace selected slides in your
meeting recording's presentation.

➢ To replace a meeting recording's presentation slide with an uploaded slide:

1. On the Editor Panel page under the Slides tab, click theUpload File button; the
following appears:
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2. Click Choose, and then browse to and select the presentation file on your computer.

3. If you previously uploaded a presentation file and you want to overwrite its slides with the
slides of the file you are going to upload, select theOverwrite existing file(s) check box. If
you clear the check box, the slides of the uploaded file are added to the existing slides.
Existing slides are number with an "A" (i.e., 1A, 2A, 3A, and so on); slides of the uploaded
file are numbered with a "B" (i.e., 1B, 2B, 3B, and so on).

4. Click Upload (or Cancel to abort the operation); Meeting Insights uploads the file and
displays its slides in the right pane.

5. In the right pane, click the desired uploaded slide, and then in the left pane, click the slide
in your meeting recording that you want to replace; a blue dot is displayed in the top-
left corner of the selected slides. The following shows an example of replacing slide #3 with
the uploaded slide #1A:

6. Click the icon; the slide in your presentation is replaced with the uploaded slide.

7. Click Save to save your editing.

Restoring Original Presentation Slides

If you have edited your meeting recording's presentation slides (e.g., hidden slides or replaced
slides with slides from an uploaded file), you can at any stage restore the presentation to its
original structure. This is possible even if you have clicked the Save button during your slide
editing.

➢ To undo all your slide editing changes:

1. On the Editor Panel page under the Slides tab, click Reset; the following confirmation
message appears:
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2. Click Yes (or No to abort operation); all your slide editing changes are undone and your
meeting recording's presentation (slides) is restored to its original structure.

Trimming Your Presentation
Meeting Insights Editor Panel lets you cut (trim) away content (slides and sound) from your
presentation that you don't want. Trimming is done from the left or right of any selected point
on the presentation. Meeting Insights automatically synchronizes the trimmed presentation
with regards to speech and slides. In some scenarios, it even removes slides that it considers
unimportant while keeping slides it considers important.

➢ To trim a presentation:

1. On the Home page, click the icon corresponding to the meeting recording whose
presentation you want to trim, and then from the drop-down menu, choose Edit; the
Editor Panel appears.

2. Select the Trimming tab; your presentation appears in the right pane and the special
trimming buttons in the left pane:
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3. Click the Play Video button to play the presentation, and then pause the video.

4. Select the location in the presentation from where you want to trim. You can do this by
dragging the playhead along the timeline or clicking the desired thumbnail slide, and then
clicking to pause the presentation at the location:

5. Trim your presentation, by clicking one of the following buttons:

●     Trims all content to the left of the selected point

●     Trims all content to the right of the selected point

When you trim your presentation, everything to the left of the green arrow has been
trimmed (i.e., presentation starts from this arrow) and everything to the right of the red

arrow has been trimmed (i.e., presentation ends at this arrow).

6. Click the Preview button to view your trimmed presentation in a video player.

7. If you want to undo all your trimming changes and restore the presentation to its original
format, click the Reset button.

Managing Insights
You can view, add, edit and delete insights in your meeting recording. Insights refer to the
following:

■ Notes - see Adding Notes to a Meeting Recording on the next page

■ Action items - see Adding Action Items to a Meeting Recording on page 51

■ Decisions - see Adding Decisions to a Meeting Recording on page 47

■ Summary - see Adding a Summary to a Meeting Recording on page 49

■ Tags - see Adding Tags to a Meeting Recording on page 53

You can also view insights added by other participants if made public.
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Adding Notes to a Meeting Recording

You can add notes to a meeting recording. A note is typically used to add a thought or idea
that you don't want to forget. When you add a note, it is added at the timeline of where the
video is currently playing (or stopped or paused).

➢ To add a note:

1. On the Home page, click the Play Video icon corresponding to the meeting recording
to which you want to add a note; theMeeting Playground Tool page appears.

2. Pause the video at the location where you want to add the note.

3. Select the Insights tab, and then click theNotes icon; a text box appears at the bottom
of the pane:
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4. Type your note in the text box, and then click to add it (or to cancel); the following
appears:

5. Select the visibility of your note:

● Private: If you only want the note to be visible to you, select the option.

● Public: If you want the note to be visible to everyone that is viewing the meeting
recording, select the option.

6. Click Submit; your note is added under theNotes group.

Adding Decisions to a Meeting Recording

You can add decisions to a meeting recording. A decision is typically an agreed upon resolution
or agreement that was made during the meeting recording. Adding a decision insight is useful
in that it helps to remind you of what was agreed upon in the meeting recording. When you
add a decision, it is added at the timeline of where the video is currently playing (or stopped or
paused).

Everyone can view decisions (i.e., public).

➢ To add a decision:

1. On the Home page, click the Play Video icon corresponding to the meeting recording
to which you want to add a decision; theMeeting Playground Tool page appears.

2. Pause the video at the location where you want to add the decision.

3. Select the Insights tab, and then click the Decisions icon; a text box appears at the
bottom of the pane:
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4. Type the decision in the text box, and then click to add it (or to cancel); the
following appears:
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5. Click Submit; the decision is added under the Decisions group.

Adding a Summary to a Meeting Recording

You can add a summary to a meeting recording. A summary is a brief description of the
meeting and its outcome. Adding a summary insight is useful in that it helps to remind you of
what the meeting was about and its resolution. When you add a summary, it's added at the
timeline of where the video is currently playing (or stopped or paused).

● Everyone can view the summary (i.e., public).
● Only one summary can be added per meeting recording.

➢ To add a summary:

1. On the Home page, click the Play Video icon corresponding to the meeting recording
to which you want to add a summary; theMeeting Playground Tool page appears.

2. Pause the video at the location where you want to add the summary.

3. Select the Insights tab, and then click theMeeting Summary icon; a text box appears
at the bottom of the pane:
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4. Type a summary of the meeting in the text box, and then click to add it (or to
cancel); the following appears:
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5. Click Submit; the summary is added under the Summary group.

Adding Action Items to a Meeting Recording

You can add action items to a meeting recording. An action item is a task or activity that needs
to be done at a specific date by an assigned participant. When you add an action item, it is
added at the timeline of where the video is currently playing (or stopped or paused).

➢ To add an action item:

1. On the Home page, click the Play Video icon corresponding to the meeting recording
to which you want to add an action item; theMeeting Playground Tool page appears.

2. Pause the video at the location where you want to add an action item.

3. Select the Insights tab, and then click the Action Items icon; a text box appears at the
bottom of the pane:
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4. Type your note in the text box, and then click to add it (or to cancel); the following
appears:
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5. From the 'Assignees' drop-down list, select the participant(s) of the meeting recording to
whom you want to assign the action item.

6. Click the 'Due Date' field, and then select the date at which the action item should be done
by the assigned participant(s).

7. Click Submit; your action item is added under the Action Items group.

Adding Tags to a Meeting Recording

You can add tags to a meeting recording. A tag is an identifiable label that you can attach to a
specific location in a meeting recording. You can use your own user-defined tags (see Section
Defining a Tag on page 23) or tags that have been defined by other Meeting Insights users (if
they made them public).

Tags are useful because you can use them to search for specific meeting recordings. For
example, your organization may use a special tag for issues concerning a specific customer.
The employee responsible for this customer can then easily use this tag to search for all meet-
ing recordings on this customer. As the Home page provides the 'Tags' column in the table of
meeting recordings, you can also easily identify meeting recordings by their assigned tags. For
more information on searching meeting recordings on the Home page, see Searching Meeting
Recordings on Home Page on page 33.

➢ To add a tag to a meeting recording:

1. On the Home page, click the Play Video icon corresponding to the meeting recording
to which you want to add a tag; theMeeting Playground Tool page appears.

2. Pause the video at the location where you want to add the tag.

3. Select the Insights tab, and then click the Tags icon; a text box appears at the bottom
of the pane:
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4. In the text box, type the hash (pound) "#" symbol; a drop-down list appears, displaying all
your user-defined tags and tags defined by others that are public, as shown in the
following example:
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5. Select the required tag, and then click to add it (or to cancel); the following appears:

6. Select the visibility of your tag:

● Private: If you only want the tag to be visible to you, select the option.

● Public: If you want the tag to be visible to everyone that is viewing the meeting

recording, select the option.

7. Click Submit; the tag is added under the Tags group.

You can also add a tag to a meeting recording directly from the Home page:

➢ To add a tag to an entire meeting recording:

1. Open the Home page (dashboard), by clicking on the Navigation pane.

2. In the list of meeting recordings, click the Add Tag icon corresponding to the meeting
recording that you want to tag; the Editor Panel page opens.
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3. From the 'Select Tag' drop-down list, select the required tag.

4. From the 'Select Visibility' drop-down list, select if other Meeting Insights can view your tag
(Public) or only you (Private).

5. In the 'Time From Meeting Started' field, select the time (h:mm:ss) in the meeting
recording where you want to add the tag. Simply click the hours, minutes or seconds
position, and then type the time.

6. Click Add.

Viewing and Downloading Insights

You can easily view all the insights of a meeting recording, and download them to your
computer as a comma-separated values (CSV) file or PDF file. The downloaded file includes all
the insights - summary, decisions, action items, and notes.

You can only view and download the insights of meeting recordings that have been
published.

➢ To view and download insights:

1. On the Home page, under the 'Insights' column, click the View button corresponding to
the meeting recording whose insights you want to view and download;

2. To view the different insights, click their respective tabs (Summary, Decisions, Action
Items, or Notes).

3. To download a file of all the insights, do one of the following:

● Click the icon to download the insights as a CSV file.

● Click the icon to download the insights as a PDF file.

Speech-to-Text Transcription
You can enable Meeting Insights to create a transcription of your meeting recording. You can
choose to use a speech-to-text service provider or AudioCodes linguistic services to do the
transcription.

Meeting Insights identifies the speakers in the meeting recording which the transcription
reflects using color codes, where each transcribed word is displayed in the participant's
automatically-assigned, unique color.
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Once transcribed, you can edit or delete transcribed words and sentences.

Enabling Speech-to-Text Transcription

If enabled by your organization's Administrator, you can trigger Meeting Insights to convert all
speech spoken by participants during the meeting recording into text (using AudioCodes or
third-party speech-to-text engines). Meeting Insights automatically distinguishes the different
voices in the meeting recording according to the participant's Teams client (dominant speaker)
and assigns each transcribed text to the participant that spoke it, using color codes. Each
participant has a unique color. When the meeting recording is played, the transcription of
each sentence is displayed on the presentation slide as the participant speaks.

➢ To activate speech-to-text transcription of a meeting recording:

1. On the Home page, click the Play Video icon corresponding to the meeting recording
whose meeting recording you want to transcribe; theMeeting Playground Tool appears.

2. Select the Transcription tab, and then click Activate Transcription:

The following appears:

3. Choose one of the following transcription options:

● Basic Transcription: Transcription of the selected language of your meeting recording
is done by a speech-to-text service provider, or AudioCodes speech-to-text engine if
you select English (AudioCodes).
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● Premium Transcription: Transcription is done by AudioCodes' professional
translators and will be done and updated automatically in Meeting Insights within two
business days. You will be notified by email when transcription is complete.

4. Click Activate Transcription; transcription process begins and "Processing" is displayed:

When the speech is converted into text, the transcription is displayed under the
Transcription tab. Each transcription line represents the time in the meeting recording at
which the text was spoken. For example, the text line "on Friday" was spoken at one
minute and forty one seconds in the meeting recording:
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When you play the video of the meeting recording on the Meeting Playground Tool page, as
the participant speak, the transcription of their speech is displayed as subtitles (white letters
on a black background), as shown in the following example:

Editing Transcription

If you enabled a transcription of a meeting recording, you can edit or delete the transcribed
text, or delete the entire transcription.

➢ To edit transcription of a meeting recording:

1. On the Home page, click the icon corresponding to the meeting recording whose
transcription you want to edit, and then from the drop-down menu, choose Edit; the
Editor Panel appears.

2. Select the Transcription Editor tab.

3. To view the accuracy of transcription or confidence level (between 0.0 and 1.0), hover your
mouse over a word. Words with low confidence levels are displayed in red (<0.5), words
with medium confidence levels are displayed in orange (0.5-0.7) while words with almost
full confidence level (>0.7) are displayed in blue. The number of low-confidence level words
(red) are shown on the top bar above the transcription, for example, 

(i.e., 37 occurrences). To locate a low-confidence level word in the transcription, simply
type the number of its occurrence in the field.

4. To edit text, click the row in which the text appears, and then edit it as desired. After you
edit any text in a row, all text in the row is displayed in blue.

5. To view the location (time) in the meeting recording at which a sentence was spoken, click
the sentence and note the time fields (beginning and end) displayed on the top bar above
the transcription.

6. To play the presentation from a specific transcribed row, select the row, and then click the
button at the end of the row.
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The buttons above the transcription pane are described below:

Button Description

Plays transcription from a second before the current play location.

Plays (or resumes if paused) transcription.

Pauses play of transcription.

Plays transcription from one second after the current play location.

Ignores all your changes and restores the original transcription.

Deletes the entire transcription.

Managing Participants of a Meeting Recording
After your meeting recording has ended, you can manage its participants as follows:

■ View all participants - see Viewing Participants of a Meeting Recording on the next page

■ Add participants - see Adding a Participant to a Meeting Recording on the next page

■ Remove participants - see Removing a Participant from aMeeting Recording on the next
page

■ Make a participant a Meeting Leader - seeMaking a Participant a Meeting Leader on
page 63
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Viewing Participants of a Meeting Recording

Participants are users that were invited to and joined the meeting recording. Participants are

displayed with the image alongside their names. The color of the ring is randomly assigned
to the participant by Meeting Insights, but it attempts to assign a unique color. However, if
there are many participants, somemay share the same color.

The type of user (Owner, Meeting Leader, Participant, or Viewer) is displayed beneath the
participant's name. For a description of user types, see Meeting Insights User Types on
page 18. A participant that presented material (shared computer screen) during the meeting

recording is shown with the Presenter icon beneath the participant's name.

➢ To view all participants of a meeting recorder:

1. On the Home page, click the Play Video icon corresponding to the meeting recording
of whose participants you want to view; theMeeting Playground Tool page appears.

2. Select the Participants tab; a list of all the participants is displayed.

Adding a Participant to a Meeting Recording

You can add a Meeting Insights user as a participant to your meeting recorder.

➢ To add a participant to a meeting recording:

1. On the Home page, click the Play Video icon corresponding to the meeting recording
to which you want to add a participant; theMeeting Playground Tool page appears.

2. Select the Participants tab; a list of all the participants is displayed.

3. In the 'Participant Name' field, start typing the name of the participant you want to add; a
drop-down list appears, displaying participants whose names contain all the letters you
are typing.

4. Select the participant from the list, and then click the icon, as shown in the example
below:

The participant is added to the list of participants.

Removing a Participant from a Meeting Recording

You can remove a participant from a meeting recording.
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A participant can be removed only by anOwner, Representative, or Meeting Leader.

➢ To remove a participant:

1. On the Home page, click the Play Video icon corresponding to the meeting recording
from which you want to remove a participant; theMeeting Playground Tool page appears.

2. Select the Participants tab; a list of all participants is displayed.

3. Click the icon corresponding to the participant that you want to remove, and then from
the drop-down menu, choose Remove Participant, as shown in the following example:

The followijng confirmation message appears:

4. Click Remove (or Cancel to abort); the participant is removed from the meeting recording
and no longer appears in the list of participants.
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Making a Participant a Meeting Leader

You can give a participant full privileges to your meeting recorder, by making the participant a
Meeting Leader. This means that the participant has the same privileges to the specific meet-
ing recording as the Owner.

A participant can be made into a Meeting Leader only by the Owner or the Owner's
Representative.

➢ To make a participant a Meeting Leader:

1. On the Home page, click the Play Video icon corresponding to the meeting recording
in which you want to make a participant a Meeting Leader; theMeeting Playground Tool
page appears.

2. Select the Participants tab; a list of all participants is displayed.

3. Click the icon corresponding to the participant that you want to make a Meeting Leader,
and then from the drop-down menu, chooseMake Meeting Leader, as shown in the
following example:

The participant is made into a Meeting Leader, indicated by "Meeting Leader" displayed
beneath its name:

If you want to remove the Meeting Leader user privilege from the participant, click the

participant's icon, and then from the drop-down menu, choose Remove Meeting Leader
Privilege. The participant is displayed as a "Participant".
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Viewing Speakers and Insights on Video Player
The video player on the Meeting Playground Tool page provides a Speakers & Insights bar,
which displays where participants spoke during the meeting recording using a color-coded bar,
and displays insights added by you and participants.

Icon Name Description

Speaker Tracking Displays a color-coded bar on the Speakers &
Insights bar, indicating where each
participant spoke in the meeting recording.
For more information, see Tracking Speakers
in Video Player on the next page.

Summary Displays only the summary insight of the
meeting recording on the Speakers &
Insights bar. For more information, see
Viewing Insights on Video Speakers &
Insights Bar on page 66.

Decisions Displays only the decisions insights of the
meeting recording on the Speakers &
Insights bar. For more information, see
Viewing Insights on Video Speakers &
Insights Bar on page 66.

Action Items Displays only action items insights of the
meeting recording on the Speakers &
Insights bar. For more information, see
Viewing Insights on Video Speakers &
Insights Bar on page 66.

Notes Displays only notes insights of the meeting
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Icon Name Description

recording on the Speakers & Insights bar. For
more information, see Viewing Insights on
Video Speakers & Insights Bar on the next
page.

Tags Displays only tags on the Speakers & Insights
bar. For more information, see Viewing
Insights on Video Speakers & Insights Bar on
the next page.

Wave Form Displays the audio of the meeting recording
in waveform on the Speakers & Insights bar.
For more information, see Viewing Audio
Waveform on Video Speakers & Insights Bar
on page 67.

You can filter the display of the Speakers & Insights bar by participant(s). For more
information, see Filtering Speakers and Insights Bar by Participant on page 68.

Tracking Speakers in Video Player

Meeting Insights automatically identifies each speaker (voice) in a meeting recording (based on
the participant's Teams client) and assigns each participant a unique color. Using these color
codes (and optionally, Meeting Insights filter feature), you can easily track and listen to a spe-
cific participant.

➢ To track a speaker in a meeting recording:

1. On the Home page, click the Play Video icon corresponding to the meeting recording
for which you want to track speakers in the video player; theMeeting Playground Tool
page appears.

2. On the player's toolbar, click the Speaker Tracking icon (selected by default); the
Speaker & Insights bar displays color-coded lines, where each color represents audio
spoken by a specific participant in the meeting recording. The example below shows two
main speakers in the meeting recording - one represented by green and another by
brown:
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3. To viewwhich participant a color represents, on the Speaker & Insights bar, hover your
mouse over a color; a pop-up appears, displaying the participant's name associated with
the color.

4. To listen to a specific participant, on the Speaker & Insights bar, click its assigned color in
the desired location; the video player starts playing the presentation from the clicked area
and the voice of the specific participant is heard.

5. To filter the Speaker & Insights bar by participant so that only the places in the meeting
recording where the filtered participant spoke are displayed, filter the Participants tab as
described in Filtering Speakers and Insights Bar by Participant on page 68.

Viewing Insights on Video Speakers & Insights Bar

You can view insights that were added to the meeting recording on the player's Speaker &
Insights bar. The display is filtered according to the selected insight (i.e., summary, decisions,
action items, notes, or tags).

➢ To view a specific insight on Speaker & Insights bar:

1. On the Home page, click the Play Video icon corresponding to the meeting recording
for which you want to view insights in the video player; theMeeting Playground Tool page
appears.

2. On the player's toolbar, click one of the following insight icons:

● Summary icon: Filters the display on the Speaker & Insights bar by summary.

● Decisions icon: Filters the display on the Speaker & Insights bar by decisions.

● Action Items icon: Filters the display on the Speaker & Insights bar by action
items.

● Notes icon: Filters the display on the Speaker & Insights bar by notes.
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● Tags icon: Filters the display on the Speaker & Insights bar by tags.

A grayed out (unavailable) icon means that the meeting recording doesn't contain that
specific insight type.

When you click one of the insights icon, the Speaker & Insights bar displays the location in
the meeting recording where each insight was added. The name of the participant that
added the insight is displayed between the left-and-right arrows. When you play the
presentation, the displayed participant name changes to reflect the participant that added
the insight.

Below shows an example where only notes (i.e., Notes icon clicked) are displayed on
the bar (by participant "Mike Dubb"):

3. To view a specific insight's content, hover your mouse over the insight on the Speaker &
Insights bar; a pop-up appears displaying the insight's content.

4. To scroll through all the insights, click the left and right arrows.

5. To filter the Speaker & Insights bar by participant so that only the insights added by the
specific participant are displayed, filter the Participants tab as described in Filtering
Speakers and Insights Bar by Participant on the next page.

Viewing Audio Waveform on Video Speakers & Insights Bar

You can view the audio of the meeting recording on the Speakers & Insights bar of the video
player in waveform. The waveform displays the change in amplitude of the sound wave during
the meeting recording. This may be useful, for example, to identify areas in the meeting record-
ing where less speaking occurred and thus, less important information conveyed.
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➢ To view audio in waveform on Speakers & Insights bar:

1. On the Home page, click the Play Video icon corresponding to the desired meeting
recording; theMeeting Playground Tool page appears.

2. On the Speakers & Insights toolbar, click theWave Form Icon; Meeting Insights loads
the audio waveform. This may take a few seconds. As the presentation plays, the color of
the wave changes from gray to blue to indicate the currently played audio:

Filtering Speakers and Insights Bar by Participant

You can filter the Speaker & Insights bar on the video player to only display speakers and
insights of a specific participant(s) in the meeting recording. This is useful, for example, if you
want to hear what a specific participant said during the meeting.

➢ To filter speakers and insights by participant:

1. On the Home page, click the Play Video icon corresponding to the meeting recording
for which you want to view and filter speakers and insights on the Speaker & Insights bar;
theMeeting Playground Tool page appears.

2. On the right pane, click the 'Filter by participant' field, and then from the drop-down list,
select the name of the participant for filtering.
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3. To select additional participants for filtering, repeat Step 2.

4. On the video player's toolbar, click the icon corresponding to the item that you want
displayed:

● Speakers - see Tracking Speakers in Video Player on page 65

● Insights - see Viewing Insights on Video Speakers & Insights Bar on page 66

Local Recordings Pending Upload

When you make a local meeting recording (as described in Recording a Meeting Locally
through Meeting Insights Web on page 3), you can choose whether or not to upload it to
Meeting Insights at the end of the recording. This section describes how to manage local
meeting recordings that you don't upload immediately after the recording.

Viewing Local Recordings

All your local meeting recordings that haven't been uploaded to Meeting Insights are displayed

in the Local Recordings panel, which is accessed by clicking the Local Recording Meetings
icon on the Navigation pane.

The panel lets you do the following for each local meeting recording:

■ Play the meeting recording

■ Change the subject name of the meeting recording (seeModifying the Subject Name on
page 40)

■ Upload the meeting recording (see Uploading a LocalMeeting Recording on the next page)

■ Delete the meeting recording (see Deleting a Local Recording on page 71)
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Uploading a Local Meeting Recording

You can upload a specific local meeting recording to Meeting Insights. Once uploaded, you can
share it with other users.

➢ To upload a local meeting recording:

1. In the Local Recordings panel, from the list of local meeting recordings, select the meeting
recording that you want to upload.

2. Click Upload Meeting; Meeting Insights starts uploading the meeting recording and when
complete, the following appears:

3. Click Done; the meeting recording is removed from the Local Recordings panel and added
to the list of meeting recordings on the Home page.
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Modifying Subject of Local Meeting Recording

You can modify the subject name of a local meeting recording that has yet to be uploaded and
in the Local Recordings panel.

➢ To modify the subject name of a local meeting recording:

1. In the Local Recordings panel, from the list of local meeting recordings, select the meeting
recording whose subject you want to modify.

2. Click the Change Record Subject icon corresponding to the meeting recording; the
following appears:

3. Type a new name for the subject, and then click Update; the meeting recording appears in
the Local recording list with the updated name.

Deleting a Local Recording

You can delete local meeting recordings that hasn't been uploaded, in the Local Recordings
panel.

➢ To delete a local meeting recording:

1. In the Local Recordings panel, from the list of local meeting recordings, select the meeting
recording that you want to delete.

2. Click the Delete Record icon corresponding to the meeting recording; the meeting
recording is deleted and removed from the Local Recordings panel.

File Attachments to Meeting Recording
You can attach files to your meeting recording. This can be useful if you want to provide
additional material to your viewers.

Uploading a File

You can attach multiple files to your recording meeting such as PowerPoint presentation files,
Word files, or Visio files.
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➢ To upload a file:

1. Open the Home page (dashboard), by clicking on the Navigation pane.

2. In the list of meeting recordings, click the icon corresponding to the meeting recording
to which you want to upload an attachment, and then from the drop-down menu, choose
Edit.

3. On the toolbar located on the top of the page, click the Show Attachment icon, as
shown below:

The following page appears:

4. Click Choose, and then browse to and select the file on your computer that you want to
upload; the file is selected:

5. If you want to remove any previously uploaded files, select theOverwrite existing file(s)
check box.

6. Click Upload (or Cancel to abort); file upload begins and when complete, the following
appears:
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7. Click OK; the file appears under the Attachments slides tab. You can hover your mouse

Downloading an Attached File

If a meeting recording includes an attached file, for example, a presentation (i.e., PowerPoint)
or Word document, you can download it to your computer.

You can download the file only if themeeting recording has been published.

➢ To download a file:

■ From Home page:

a. Open the Home page (dashboard), by clicking on the Navigation pane.

b. In the list of meeting recordings, click the Show Attachments icon corresponding
to the meeting recording whose presentation you want to download; the following
appears, showing the presentation file:

c. Click the button; the file downloads to your computer.

■ From Show Attachments page:
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a. On the Home page, in the list of meeting recordings, click the icon corresponding to
the meeting recording to which you want to upload an attachment, and then from
the drop-down menu, choose Edit.

b. On the toolbar located on the top of the page, click the Show Attachment icon, as
shown below:

c. Click the icon corresponding to the file that you want to download, as shown
below:

The file downloads to your computer.

Deleting an Attached File

You can delete files that are attached to your meeting recording.

➢ To delete a file:

1. Open the Home page (dashboard), by clicking on the Navigation pane.

2. In the list of meeting recordings, click the icon corresponding to the meeting recording
to which you want to upload an attachment, and then from the drop-down menu, choose
Edit.
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3. On the toolbar located on the top of the page, click the Show Attachment icon, as
shown below:

4. Click the icon corresponding to the file that you want to delete, as shown below:

The following confirmation message appears:

5. Click Remove; the file is removed from the meeting recording.
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Importing a Meeting Recording from Third-Party Program
You can create a meeting recording using a third-party recording program (e.g., webinar), and
then upload the recorded file (e.g., .mp4, .avi, or .webm) to Meeting Insights. Once uploaded,
it's listed on the dashboard and you can manage it as though it was a meeting recording
created by Meeting Insights.

➢ To import a recorded meeting done by a third-party program:

1. In the Navigation pane, click theImport icon; the Import page appears.

2. In the 'Enter Subject' field, type a subject for the meeting recording.

3. In the 'Enter Meeting's Date and Time' field, define the date and time that the meeting
occurred. You can do this, by doing any of the following:

● Clicking each date and time value, and then typing in the new value.

● Clicking each date and time value, and then using the up-down arrows to select the
value:

● Clicking the larger down arrow to select the date from the displayed calendar:

4. Click the icon, browse to the folder on your computer in which the recorded file is

located, and then select it; the file's name, type, size and last modified date is displayed,
for example:

If you want to choose a different file, click the Replace button, and then select a different
file.
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5. Click Upload; Meeting Insights starts uploading the file. When file upload is complete, the
"100% Complete" message is displayed and Meeting Insights starts processing the
meeting recording. At this stage, you are automatically navigated to the Home page
(Dashboard), where the uploaded meeting recording is displayed in the list.

Publishing a Meeting Recording
Only when you publish a meeting recording can its participants view it in their Meeting Insights
account. Typically, you do this only after you have edited the meeting recording (if necessary).
When you publish a meeting recording, Meeting Insights notifies all participants by email. The
email also includes all the insights (meeting summary, decisions, action items, notes, and
tags).

➢ To publish a meeting recording:

1. Open the Home page (dashboard), by clicking on the Navigation pane.

2. Open theMeeting Playground Tool, by clicking the subject name or Play Video icon
corresponding to the meeting recording that you want to publish.

3. Click the Publish button, which is located on the toolbar above the video recording:

When you publish a meeting recording, the Publish button is no longer displayed in the
Meeting Playground Tool and the 'Duration' field on the Home page displays the duration of
the published meeting recording.

Making a Meeting Recording Public

When you publish a meeting recording (as described in section Publishing a Meeting Record-
ing above), only its participants can view it in their Meeting Insights account. However, you
can also share the meeting recording with all Meeting Insights account users in your organ-
ization, even if they weren't participants.

➢ To make a meeting recording public:

1. Open the Home page (dashboard), by clicking on the Navigation pane.
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2. In the list of meeting recordings, click the icon that corresponds to the meeting
recording that you want to share, and then from the drop-down menu, choose Edit; the
Editor Panel page opens.

3. Select theMeeting Info tab, and then click the 'Public Meeting' field to "turn on" the icon:

4. Click Save to save your settings.

Sharing a Meeting Recording by Email
You can share a published meeting recording by email with any contact that has a Meeting
Insights account in your organization. You can share the entire meeting recording or only a
specific time segment.

When you share a meeting recording, the contact receives an email with a direct link to it in
Meeting Insights. In addition, shared meeting recordings are shown on the Home page

(dashboard) with the icon in their 'Subject' field.
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➢ To share a meeting recording by email:

1. Open the Home page (dashboard), by clicking on the Navigation pane.

2. In the list of meeting recordings, click the subject name or Play Video icon
corresponding to the meeting recording that you want to share; theMeeting Playground
Tool opens.

3. On the toolbar, located above the video player, click .

The following dialog box appears:

4. In the 'To' field, type the email of the recipient.

5. In the 'Comment' field, type a comment for the email.

6. Select one of the following options:

● Send Full Meeting: Sends the entire meeting recording.

● Highlight A Part In The Meeting: Sends only a defined segment of the meeting
recording. To define the start and end times of the segment, do one of the following:

◆ Type the start and end times directly into the appropriate time fields (minutes or
seconds):
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◆ Click the button corresponding to the start or end time group, and then in the
opened dialog box player, go to the desired location in the video, and then click
Set as start time or Set as end time button, respectively:

7. Click Send; an email is sent to the recipient.

Downloading a Meeting Recording
You can download a meeting recording to a folder on your computer as an .mp4 file.
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You can download a meeting recording only if you are the Owner, Representative, or
Meeting Leader.

➢ To download a meeting recording:

1. Open the Home page (dashboard), by clicking on the Navigation pane.

2. In the list of meeting recordings, click the Show Slides icon corresponding to the
meeting recording that you want to download; the Slide page appears.

3. On the toolbar located on the top of the page, click the icon, and then from the drop-
down list, choose Download Meeting; the meeting recording is downloaded to your
computer.

Deleting a Meeting Recording
You can delete a meeting recording in Meeting Insights.

You can delete a meeting recording only if you are the Owner, Representative, or
Meeting Leader.

➢ To delete a meeting recording:

■ Home page:

a. In the list of meeting recordings, click the icon that corresponds to the meeting
recording that you want to delete, and then from the drop-down menu, choose
Delete:

The following confirmation message appears:
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b. Click Remove (or Cancel to abort) to delete the meeting recording.

■ Slides page:

a. On the Home page, click the Show Slides icon corresponding to the meeting
recording that you want to delete; the Slide page appears.

b. On the toolbar located on the top of the page, click the icon, and then from the
drop-down list, choose Remove Meeting:

The following confirmation message appears:
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c. Click Remove (or Cancel to abort) to delete the meeting recording.
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5 Meeting Insights Q&A
This is the best place to get answers to frequently asked questions.

Can I share a meeting recording internally (within the organization)?

Yes, a meeting recording can be shared internally as long as the person with which it is
shared has signed up for the Meeting Insights portal and agreed to the Terms & Conditions.

Can I record a meeting without using the Teams plugin?

Yes, you can record a local meeting using the Record Meeting button on the Home page,
and then upload your meeting recording file to the list on the Home page.

Is there a way to record a meeting if it was pre-scheduled?

Yes, you can use the local Record Meeting button on the Home page.

Once the meeting is finished, is it available to attendees?

No, it's available only after the initiator (Owner) of the meeting publishes it (Publish button).

Who can edit and publish a meeting that has ended?

Only the initiator (Owner) of the meeting.

How many transcription options are supported?

A Basic option (default) using a third-party speech-to-text (STT) provider (supports English),
and a Premium option using a professional human transcriber (may take up to 48 hours and
carries an additional charge).

How can I block notifications by email?

Go to the Settings page, select the Subscriptions tab, and then clear the check boxes of the
notifications that you don't want to receive.

Does Meeting Insights integrate with other software such as Monday and other tasks soft-
ware?

Yes, Meeting Insights integrates with many third-party recording programs and task man-
agement software.

Does Meeting Insights support all web browsers?

No, the recommended browser for optimal performance is Google Chrome (and limited sup-
port for Internet Explorer).

Does Meeting Insights have a mobile version?

Amobile version is planned for end of 2020.

Does Meeting Insights support Apple Mac?

Currently, Meeting Insights doesn't fully integrate on Mac devices.

Can I initiate a meeting recording during a call?

Currently, you can only initiate a recording a fewminutes before the meeting starts. Initiating
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ad-hoc recording after a call is already established will be available in a future Meeting
Insights release.

How long does it take to process a meeting?

Meeting Insights may take up to 60% of the meeting duration to process the meeting.

How long does it take until I receive insights (notes, action items, decisions and summary)
once a scheduled meeting ends?

It takes a fewminutes until you receive an email with a list of all the insights added during the
meeting.

Can I share minutes outside of my organization?

When the meeting ends, an email is sent to the initiator of the meeting (Owner) with all the
voice commands taken during the meeting. You can forward (share) this email to anyone you
want.

Can I share a recorded meeting outside of my organization?

Currently, meetings can only be shared internally (within your organization).

Can my meetings get published automatically once they end?

Yes, go to the Settings page, select the Preference tab, and then select the check box.

Can I stop recording during a meeting?

Yes, the initiator (Owner) of the meeting can stop recording by removing the "Mia" contact
from the meeting's participant list.
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